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Coat Drive By Courtney, 5th Grade 

As many of you might remember, the 

fifth grade helps organize a Coat Drive for 

the school to benefit many families that go to 

Open Table. Open Table is located in 

Concord and Maynard. Their mission 

is to provide healthy food, friendship and 

support those in need while respecting their privacy and dignity. The Coat Drive boxes will 

be located outside the Smith and Brooks offices, in the fifth grade hallway, and outside the 

auditorium. The boxes will be in those locations from Tuesday the 4th to Friday the 28th of 

October.  We would love for you to bring in coats, boots, mittens/gloves, hats, snow pants, 

fleeces, sweaters, and other cold weather gear. Everything that you bring in should be gently 

worn, so please, no rips or stains.  In addition, the zipper should still work and the clothing 

should not be too faded. Also, please only bring the items listed above. Every year we get 

more than the last, so we are excited to see what we get this year. If you have any questions, 

please ask a fifth grader.  

Thank you in advance for all your help!  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Fall Fashion:  
The Velvet Touch By Juliette, 8th Grade 

This year, the year of Harambe, the year of the dab, could 

also be dubbed the year of velvet.  Velvet is often ignored in 

fashion, and is simply remembered as a fashion statement of 

the past (i.e., the ‘90s).  Well, guess what?  The 21st century 

is all about bringing back the old trends, and velvet is no 

exception.  Huge designers such as Marc Jacobs, Michael 

Kors and Tory Burch have launched their fall collections 

with signature velvet pieces that affordable stores have 

reproduced. Forever 21 and 

H & M q u i c k l y 

caught on to the recent 

r u n w a y phenomenon 

and had to create their 

own velvet d e s i g n s . 

V e l v e t pants, velvet 

d r e s s e s , velvet skirts- 

even velvet shoes are a 

t h i n g ! N o w , I ’ l l 

a d m i t , velvet is out 

t h e r e , i t has a funky 

t e x t u r e ,  but anything 

v e l v e t i s automatically 

a statement piece. I wouldn’t wear velvet pants with velvet 

shoes and a velvet top, but paired with something more 

generic or low-key, velvet is a great way to start off fall 2k16.  
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Sunshine  
By Hannah 
5th Grade

Like a fiery glow 

That makes the day go  

Gone in night  

But comes for first light 

A mammoth like star  

That travels without car 

When you look at its 
glowing feet 

You feel its mighty heat 

And when it’s gone  

You can’t mow the lawn 

http://www.swo.lt/wp-content/uploads/2010/11/dolce-and-gabbana-fall-2010coolspotters.com_.jpg
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A Day In The Life of a 
Muslim Girl  
By Nashaat, 8th Grade 

 This past week and a hal f , I 

interviewed two Muslim girls in our school 

community. I interviewed them because I 

know that it is important for people to know 

and understand other points of view. Before 

I start with the interviews, I am going to tell 

you a little bit about Muslims in America. 

 According to the Pew Research 

Center, there were about 3.3 million Muslims 

of all ages living in the United States in 2015. 

This means that Muslims made up about 1% 

of the total U.S. population. About 3 out of 5 

Muslims in America are female. So, that’s 

about 600,000 female Muslims. Out of those 

600,000 Muslim females, there are only 6 at 

our Lincoln School community.  

 Now, back to the interviews. The girls 

both asked me to keep their names 

anonymous, so I will refer to them as L and 

J.  The first question that I asked them was; 

Why do you wear a hijab? J answered with 

confidence, “I wear a hijab to be modest, to 

respect my religion, and represent.” This is 

important because some people think that 

Muslims wear a Hijab to hide their beauty, and it is not. L also replied with, “To respect my 
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Autumn  
by  

Emily 
8th Grade

Pack your bags and lunches too 
That blue shirt looks good on you. 
Not too warm, but not cold at all, 

Welcome to my favorite season, fall. 

Squeaks and slams of lockers galore  
Old friends reunite, new kids explore.  

The bell rings, we’d better go, 
Don’t want to be late on the first day, you know. 

The day’s half over, it’s lunchtime at last,  
We want to play, so let’s eat fast.  

You have soup, I have grilled cheese,  
Can we trade? Please? Please? 

The bus rolls to a stop and we go to our house,  
To do homework and chores about which we’ll grouse,  

Then tomorrow we’ll go right on back  
To classes, and teachers, and extensions and snack.  

The leaves are red, the sky is blue,  
Anything seems possible to me and you.  

It’s not that warm,  but not cold at all, 
Welcome to  my favorite season, fall
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religion.” A hijab is a scarf that women wear that hides their hair, but that’s not only what it 

is. “Hijab” is about being modest and respectful, as well as having faith in Islam.  

 I asked another question, which was “Do you feel obliged to do something as a 

Muslim teenager?” J answered with, “No, because I have my own version of the Muslim 

religion. Everyone believes in their religion differently. I will stick to my way and will not let 

comments and media change my perspective of my religion.” L said, “Yes. I asked Dr. Hobbs, 

and together we created a prayer room that is in between Ms. Smits and Ms. FoxTree's 

rooms.” L and J’s answers were very different in this situation: J feels as if she doesn’t need 

to do anything in order to express herself as a Muslim; she feels that whatever she is doing 

normally as a Muslim is enough. L answered with a yes; she wanted to make a difference in 

our community at least. L wants to leave an imprint on our school community. After 

interviewing both J and L, I got many points of views from two completely different people, 

who I hope will turn other kids’, parents’, and adults’ heads in our direction.  

Madame President!: 
Interview with Hillary Clinton Jala  
By Rhea and Summer, 8th Grade 

K.G. : What are the changes that you are planning to make this year? 

JS : I want to create new opportunities for people with different interests. Along with that, I 
want to make students feel safe enough to share their ideas. 

K.G : How are you going to run student council this year? 

JS : I am going to lead the meetings and then have all the grade representatives vote, but me, 
Mrs. Moody, and Mrs. Sykes will have the final say.  

K.G : That sounds good. There are only a few people who get to participate in Student 
Council, and I am sure many people are wondering if they are not in Student Council, is 
there any way to have a say? 

JS :  Yes, any ideas the students have, they can bring to me (the president), Esther (the vice 
president), Ms. Moody, or Señora Sykes.  
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K.G :  We have heard a lot of complaints about rainy day recess.  Are you planning on making 
any changes? 

JS : Yes. Some teachers are offering to host rainy day recesses in their classrooms, and 
Student Council is going to bring the issue to Dr. Hobbs to see if there is anything we can 
work out. 

K.G :  Last year we did a lot of fun activities.  Are we still going to those this year?  Anything 
different? 

JS :  We will still do a lot of fun activities, but we might switch the students’ least favorite 
activities for new activities.  We want the students to be able to have a vote on which 
activities to keep and why. 

K.G :  Thank you.  Those were all great answers.  We just have one more.  It is a big honor to 
be student council president.  Do you have any advice for people in the under grades that 
might want to run for president? 

JS :  Yes.  The only advice I can give is to put in effort, stay true to yourself, work hard, and 
make the smartest decisions that you think are right in the moment.  I would like to leave 
you with one last quote by Norman Ralph Augustine.  “Motivation will almost always beat 
mere talent.” 

K.G : Wow, that is truly inspiring. Thank You for meeting with us today, but I believe our 
time is up. Hope to see you soon. I can’t wait to see the improvements you make to our 
school! 

The Origin of the Lincoln Knight: A Fictional Story  
By Devon, 5th Grade 

 When the Mayflower set sail on the ocean blue towards freedom, not all of the 
passengers were running away from Britain. Four passengers were knights serving the king. 
This king knew these pilgrims would try to escape, so he planted spies aboard the Mayflower 
to know where the pilgrims went. That way, if the pilgrims were to discover a new land, he 
could easily order the knights to take over and easily snatch the undiscovered land into his 
power and rule. So, the king told these four knights to hide themselves in the deepest section 
of the hull of the Mayflower, and when these warriors heard, “Land ho!” they would spring 
on deck and take over. The king thought his plan was flawless, but he didn’t expect what was 
to come. 
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 Every King and Queen of England kept a dozen knights as royal guards and spies. 
Each generation of the monarchy has thought knights were invincible, and who doesn’t want 
an invincible guardian? Since medieval times, each king and queen has trained the most 
exceptional soldiers into knights.  

 Knights went everywhere with their ruler and saw everything that happened. 
Executions, tortures, unfair punishments and trials, everything that happened in England 
that involved the king or queen. The knights were loyal to their masters, but they were also 
noble, honest and wise. Many saw that their masters were cruel and when these four knights 
were ordered to sabotage the plan of the pilgrims, they, for the first time in history, 
disobeyed the king.  

 The four knights did not stay hidden; they uncovered themselves as soon as England 
was just a dot on the horizon and told the pilgrims everything, making the pilgrims swear not 
to tell a soul about their betrayal. The knights knew the king would think they were dead if 
the knights did not return, but they also knew that the king would eventually find them and 
grant them a painful execution. As soon as the anchor dropped and land was discovered, The 
knights entered self-induced comas, and hid in a small, warm and safe cave in the heart of an 
island, later to be known as Long Island, New York.  

 Over a century and a half later, these knights awoke to the sound of the shot heard 
around the world - the beginning of the Revolutionary War. These knights knew they would 
be captured, so they disguised themselves as Redcoats and ran away, hiding wherever they 
could. Each time they thought they could rest in 
one spot they would hear gunshots close by, and 
vacate their shelter to find a new one. Even after they 
saw the American flag being raised, they split up 
and ran as far away from each other as possible, so 
that if one was caught, the rest were not. When they 
could not go any farther, they disguised themselves. 
The first one swam across the Bering Strait and hid in 
a temple in Provideniya, Russia. The second one 
sneaked aboard a trading ship traveling from Boston 
t o E g y p t , w h e r e h e disguised himself as a 
mummy and hid in the Pyramid of Giza. The third 
one ran to Brazil, where he hid in the canopy of a tree 
in the Amazon Rain Forest. The fourth one ran to what is now Lincoln, Massachusetts, and 
dug a hole. He jumped into that pit, made a small hole in the side of it to breathe. Then  he 
buried himself and put himself in a coma.  
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 He awoke as a shovel uncovered him. The worker who uncovered him quickly hid 
him. When constructing of the Lincoln School was complete, this worker took the statue 
(which was really the knight faking being a statue) out of the ground and placed it in the 
lobby. Workers exiting the place wondered where the statue came from, and the man said it 
was from the courtyard soil. No one believed him, but they just ignored that statue. When 
the school founder came in to inspect the place, he noticed the statue and asked the statue 
where it came from. Everyone thought the founder was crazy for asking a statue a question 
and left the room. That is when the statue spoke and told the founder everything. Once the 
tale was told, the knight made the founder swear not to tell a soul. The founder, after that 
odd experience, decided to make the school’s mascot that knight. He kept his vow, and the 
knight became just another decoration.  

 The knight never spoke to anyone else until two weeks ago. He spoke to me. I asked 
the statue, “Where did you come from?” and he told me this very story you are reading. I 
then asked what his name was. He told me. But this time he did not make me promise not to 
tell a soul about this chat, or the story. He made me swear not to tell anyone his name. Why 
his name is so private, I do not know. But, I do know that if you ask him when no one is 
around, he might tell you.  
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